Since we started in 1953, law has become
increasingly complex, year after year.
That’s great. We just love challenges!

About us
Since 1953, Sandart&Partners specialises in giving high quality legal
advice and representing clients active in businesses where IPR,
technology transfer and know-how play an important role. Among our
clients you will find companies from various fields, such as biotech and
pharmaceuticals, engineering, finance, IT/telecom and media/
advertising. Working close to our clients for more than 60 years has
given us a wide and thorough understanding of both their businesses
and technologies, which give us the opportunity to provide tailor-made
and proactive legal services that add value to their business.

Main areas of legal expertise:
Intellectual property
Sandart&Partners has extensive experience in representing clients in intellectual
property right (IPR) related litigations, covering patents, copyright, trademarks and
design. Our clients in the IPR litigation area are mostly large and medium-sized
European and US business entities from inter alia the pharmaceutical, biotech, telecom or
other hi-tech industries. The firm also advices an array of song writers, artists and other
high profile creative individuals.

Contracts & Business Transactions
Sandart&Partners provides its clients with assistance in executing business transactions,
mainly by drafting, reviewing and negotiating agreements. Sandart&Partners is
specialised in commercial contracts and transactions involving technology transfer and
intellectual property rights, such as licensing, software development, engineering and
advertisement assignments.

Market & Competition
Sandart&Partners has long experience in advising clients in their planning of all kinds of
market activities. Our lawyers have extensive experience of market and competition law
issues from their work with clients, in courts and with legislation, and are therefore able
to adopt a wide perspective, including our clients’ business interests, when providing
their advice. The firm is frequently involved in market and competition law litigations.

Dispute resolution
Sandart&Partners has long experience in representing Swedish and international parties
in court litigation. Further, many of us have experience as arbitrators or counsels in
arbitral proceedings. We closely follow the development in the field both in Sweden and
internationally. Sandart&Partners has also a strong commitment to the promotion of
different ADR techniques in cases when they can lead to benefits. Lawyers of the firm
regularly appear as lecturers and authors of articles within the fields of Dispute
Resolution.
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